STONE FOREST EXAMPLE INSTALLATION
Ishi Basin with Small Bamboo Spout
Items used for setup: 36” Round Basin, Small Bamboo Spout with 3/8” hosing, #DPEA size pump, pebbles
Image 1. Pick the spot you’d like to display your fountain and get out your tools.

Image 2. Yes, you can put your back into it and dig that hole by hand...but if you have an auger, it sure makes for an easier start!

Image 3. Continue to dig and level your hole so that the basin fits in snugly with the outer edge just above ground level. A wheelbarrow comes in handy for the extra dirt.

Image 4. Snap the components together using the basin instructions. Leave one panel off so you can place your pump. Center your Stone Forest fountain on top of the basin.

Images 5–7. A little hot water helped us fit the clear hosing snugly onto the pump intake.

Images 8–9. Feed the hosing up through a panel hole and the 2-part bamboo spout.

Images 10–12. Place the bamboo spout beside the fountain so that the spout is positioned over the center of the basin. You can prop the spout up by surrounding it with pebbles, or if you’d like to secure it to the kit (to keep it from tipping over on a windy day) we suggest connecting a dowel up and into the side of the hollow base using a screw. You can then feed the dowel down through one of the holes in the top of the panels below (start by measuring the diameter of the holes and find a dowel slightly smaller in diameter). Alternatively, feel free to create your own method for securing the spout using tools at hand.

Image 13. Here, we filled the basin with water. This will help you determine exactly where you’d like the spout positioned.

Image 14. Once you place the spout where you like the water stream best, use a screw to secure the spout to the dowel rod inside. Drilling a pilot hole helps prevent the bamboo from cracking.

Image 15. Put the last panel back in place over your pump access area, and empty your bags of river pebbles around the fountain to hide the basin below.

Image 16. Plug the pump in, and VOILA! Grab a lounge chair and prepare to be relaxed by the soothing sounds of your new fountain.